Writing Skill Improving Your Writing

ANNOTATED
VERSION

CELEBRATING TRADITIONS The Talking Cloth

Writing Complete Sentences
A complete sentence has both a naming part and an
action part.
A complete sentence begins with a capital letter and
ends with a period, question mark, or exclamation
point.
Naming Part

Action Part

Aunt Phoebe

bought the adinkra cloth in Africa.

A sentence fragment is an incomplete sentence that
has just one sentence part.
Fragment (naming part only): The Ashanti people.
Fragment (action part only):

Make adinkra cloths.

Read each item. Tell if it is a complete sentence or a
sentence fragment. How can you complete the
sentence fragments?
1. Each symbol on the cloth means something special.

3. Amber’s father.
4. Wraps the cloth around the girl.
5. The young girl.
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2. Feels smooth on the girl’s face.
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1. Each symbol on the cloth means something special.
complete sentence

2. Feels smooth on the girl’s face.

sentence fragment; action

3. Amber’s father.

sentence fragment; naming part only. Possible

answer: Amber’s father laughs a lot.

4. Wraps the cloth around the girl. sentence fragment; action
part only. Possible answer: Aunt Phoebe wraps the cloth around the girl.

5. The young girl.

sentence fragment; naming part only. Possible

answer: The young girl feels like an Ashanti princess.
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part only. Possible answer: The silk cloth feels smooth on the girl’s face.

